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Shamanism is the oldest living path of spirituality and healing, dating back tens of thousands of

years, yet many people don't know what it is or are confused about the practice. In The Hollow

Bone, shaman, teacher, and author Colleen Deatsman unveils the mysterious world of

Shamanism as it is still practiced today all around the world.Deatsman explains that

shamanism is not a religion with a doctrine, dogma, or holy book. Rather, it is a spirituality

rooted in the idea that all matter has consciousness and that accessing the spirit in all things is

part of what keeps the world in balance and individuals healed and whole.The Hollow Bone

examines shamanism's history, its core beliefs, and how it is practiced all around the world. It

includes a glossary of terms, resources for finding and working with shamanic teachers, and

over two dozen rare photographs and illustrations showing the magnificent range of shamanic

tools, rituals, practitioners, and traditions.This comprehensive introduction answers many

frequently asked questions such as:What is shamanism? Where is it practiced? What are the

beliefs and understandings inherent to shamanism?Who are the shamans?What do shamans

do?Can anyone train to be a shaman?Where can I learn more?



Praise for The Hollow Bone“If you've ever wondered what shamanism really is, and how the

practice of this venerable tradition blesses our lives and modern world—or if you live and work

within a shamanic worldview and need a boost— then consider yourself fortunate to have

Colleen's passionate voice and compassionate nature as ‘one who knows’ through The Hollow

Bone. Colleen has done a masterful job in showing how shamanism fits into our world today,

why it is important, and how to find your own way in making this world a better place for all.

Read this book as soon as you can—and ‘see the soul of the world in every rock, stream, bird,

and cloud.’”—Nan Moss and David Corbin,authors of Weather Shamanism:Harmonizing Our

Connection with the Elements“This guide to spiritual knowledge and wisdom empowers the

reader to find their spiritual path and the connection of all life—animate and inanimate, visible

and invisible. Colleen shines a light on ancient ways while helping you to integrate tools and

spirituality into daily life to elicit powerful personal and global transformation. A must read for a

beginner on the path!”—Margaret Ann Lembo, author of Chakra Awakening:Transform Your

Reality Using Crystals, Color,Aromatherapy and the Power of Positive Thought“A fascinating

look at a worldview that is both ancient and timeless. Like any shamanic practice worth its salt,

reading The Hollow Bone will challenge cherished beliefs and stretch readers way beyond

comfort. Open it, read it, and apply it—only if you dare.”—Mark Stavish, author of Between the

Gates: Lucid Dreaming,Astral Projection, and the Body of Light in Western

Esotericism“Although it is ancient, shamanism has never been more important than it is today.

In addition to personal healing, it also holds the key to healing a planet distressed by human

folly. The Hollow Bone is a magnificent and beautiful guide to this world of power that combines

magic with the true science of nature and offers the hope of a better world for future

generations.”—John Perkins, author of Shapeshifting and the New York Timesbestselling

Confessions of an Economic Hit Man“In The Hollow Bone, Colleen Deatsman reveals how the

ancient ways of the shaman offer time-tested pathways to the heart and soul of living in deep

wholeness. Stepping back into relationship with the spirit of yourself, nature, and the cosmos

can provide you with a joy that is both lasting and profound!”—Evelyn C. Rysdyk, author of

Modern Shamanic Living:New Explorations of an Ancient Path and founder of Spirit

Passages“The Hollow Bone is a treasure trove of information on the origins, symbolism, and

history of shamanism, humankind's first spiritual discipline. The text is experiential, guiding the

reader through the author's apprenticeship and initiation into the spirit world of the shaman,

and it demonstrates that Spirit is still vibrant and active in our hearts, as it has been since the

beginning of time. A must read for everyone journeying on the shaman's path.”—Larry Peters,

PhD, Tibetan shamanand leader of Nepal Spirit Excursions“Comprehensive and easy to

follow.”—Lynn Andrews, bestselling authorof the Medicine Woman series and Writing

Spirit“Colleen Deatsman is one of the successful pathfinders in the world of shamanism and

speaks with a trustworthy voice. The Hollow Bone— an inspiring and practical guide—will take

you, heart and soul, into the amazing world of the shaman.”—Tom Cowan, author of Fire in the

Head:Shamanism and the Celtic Spirit“A comprehensive and scholarly book on shamanism

that will bring this ancient and powerful spiritual practice into the contemporary world at a time

when it is most needed.”—Steven Farmer, PhD, author ofEarth Magic and Animal Spirit

Guides“A must read for anyone interested in shamanic life and practice. This book delivers the

vital message that shamanism is both heart-centered and earth-honoring and shamanic

healers are ‘hollow bones’ of the Spirit. I am putting it at the top of my students' book list.”—C.

Michael Smith (Mikkal), author ofJung and Shamanism in Dialogue“A comprehensive



exploration of shamanism and its modern application, The Hollow Bone brings clarity to a word

often misused and misunderstood. True to Colleen Deatman's expressed purpose, her words

are a bridge between the worlds and bring the possibility of Spirit to the collective challenges

we all face. Over the years, I have hoped for a book that demystifies shamanic work and makes

it accessible to a wider audience. This is that book.”—Myron Eshowsky, shamanic mediator/

traumahealing activist, and author of Peace with Cancer:Shamanism as a Spiritual Approach

to Healing;First published in 2011 by Weiser Books, an imprint ofRed Wheel/Weiser, llcWith

offices at:665 Third Street, Suite 400San Francisco, CA 94107Copyright © 2011 by Colleen

DeatsmanAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in

any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by

any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from Red Wheel/

Weiser, llc. Reviewers may quote brief passages.Barton, Barb. “Circles,” © 1993, From the Eye

of Hawk album. Reproduced with permission.Nepo, Mark. “What Sustains.” From his

forthcoming book, Reduced to Joy. Reproduced with the author's permission.Bailey-Lessirard,

Michele. “She Knew.” From the author's blog, New MoonJournal. Reproduced with

permission.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataDeatsman, Colleen, 1960-The

hollow bone: a field guide to shamanism / Colleen Deatsman.p. cm.Includes bibliographical

references and index.1. Shamanism. I. Title.BF1611.D326 2011201'.44--

dc232011023354Cover design by Jim WarnerInterior layout by Jane HagamanTypeset in

Adobe Garamond ProPrinted in CanadaTCP10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1The paper used in this

publication meets the minimum requirements of the American National Standard for

Information Sciences—Permanence of Paper for Printed Library Materials Z39.48-1992

(R1997).To PatMy beloved husband and life partner, on all levels, in all things. With you by my

side, my love, I am able to be the best me that I can be. I am truly blessed and deeply grateful

to share this journey of life with such an impeccable man and beautiful soul. Thank you for your

deep, unwavering love and rock-steady light. You have a unique and special way of helping me

stay connected with the Earth while I am exploring the Cosmos and beyond, and that helps me

fully open to Spirit flow, so beautiful living and healing books like this can

happen.ContentsForeword by Sandra IngermanAcknowledgmentsIntroductionPart

OneShamanism and the Shamanic WorldviewChapter 1: The Spirituality of the AgesChapter 2:

The Shaman's Companions: Helping SpiritsChapter 3: The Spirit of Nature and the Circle of

LifePart TwoWho Are Shamans?Chapter 4: The Many Faces of ShamanismChapter 5:

Answering the Call: Becoming a ShamanPart ThreeShamanic PracticesChapter 6: The

Foundation of Shamanic PracticeChapter 7: Practices from Around the WorldPart

FourShamanism and HealingChapter 8: Shamanic Healing for IndividualsChapter 9: Shamanic

Healing for the Collective UsPart FivePersonal Healing, Shamanism, and Being of Service

Your CallingChapter 10: Finding Balance in an Imbalanced WorldChapter 11: Your Personal

Shamanic PracticeChapter 12: Connecting with Other ShamansConclusion: The Future Is

YoursResources for Personal Healing, Learning, and ExplorationNotesBibliographyPermissions

and Credits for IllustrationsForewordA way of life is dissolving right before our eyes, and

everywhere people are looking for inspiration. We need to know that there are solutions to the

challenges we are facing, including finding new livelihoods as our careers evaporate before our

eyes; stemming a climate crisis that is already wreaking profound havoc; raising children to be

able to handle a future filled with uncertainties; finding uncontaminated, healthful foods to eat;

and caring for a generation of elders whose bodies are outliving their spirits.We need to learn

how to be the new dreamers and how to weave into being a new way of life that is filled with

love, light, harmony, peace, health, joy, and equality for every living thing. Shamanism is the



oldest spiritual practice known to humankind. Many anthropologists have dated the practice

back over 100,000 years, and it was and is practiced in every culture the world over. It is a

spirituality based on healing and living in balance with each other and the natural world, and it

survives in its many forms because it has been so successful at helping people and

communities heal and stay whole.Think about it. I'll bet one of your ancestors practiced

shamanism.Yes, it is remarkable that shamanism has survived so many thousands of years. It

is also remarkable that there is such a resurgence of interest in it in the Western world today—

remarkable, but not really all that mysterious.As Colleen Deatsman makes so clear in her

introduction to shamanism, The Hollow Bone, A Field Guide to Shamanism, shamans are and

always have been the doctors and psychotherapists of their communities. We need our

healers. Traditionally, the health of individuals and communities was the responsibility of the

shamans. If the shamans did not do their jobs well, people starved, people died needlessly.

Today, at this time of great change and upheaval, when we are being called to transform and

act on behalf of all of life, we need our healers in a big way, and shamanism has much to teach

us.Shamans believe that the illnesses and the problems we are facing today stem from a

disharmonious way of life. Shamanism teaches us that we are connected to a web of life and

that every change we make ripples throughout the entire web of life. What we do makes a

difference. Everything we do makes a difference. By teaching us that no effort, no matter how

small, is in vain, shamanism offers optimism in these otherwise dark times.Shamanism is a

spiritual practice that is based on divine revelation, which means that we all can access

spiritual knowledge to guide us in our lives and the times ahead. Shamanic practice requires

no outside authorities, intermediaries, or even beliefs. Instead, shamanism provides a series of

accessible tools that put you in contact with your deep inner knowing and spiritual allies that

can provide insight and healing. Most importantly, shamanism is a way of life.There is a great

deal of freedom in working with shamanism, as there is no one set way of doing things; we are

all required to find our own way on the path. There are guidelines that can help us, and at the

same time, we can receive our own personal revelations that keep the work fresh and

inspirited.What Colleen Deatsman does so successfully throughout this book is outline exactly

how the practice of shamanism can assist in our personal healing and the healing of the planet.

She illumines us as she gives us an overview of what shamanism is. Without being technical,

she takes us into the world and the work of the shaman, showing us how shamanism has

evolved and how it is as powerful a way to work and heal in the twenty-first century as it was

for the first humans thousands and thousands of years ago. She brilliantly describes how the

shamanic way of life can bring us back into harmony with each other and the planet and how it

enables healing and evolution to higher states of consciousness—for us as individuals, as

communities, and as a planet.At one time, Colleen was my student, and it has been a great

pleasure to see her develop into such an outstanding shamanic practitioner and esteemed

colleague. Colleen teaches and writes from her own experience of using shamanic practices to

heal herself, and her writing and teaching have added greatly to the field of contemporary

shamanism.I am grateful to Colleen for writing The Hollow Bone, A Field Guide to Shamanism.

It does a wonderful job of demystifying the ancient practice of shamanism and showing even

our skeptical friends how shamanism can be used today to empower all of us during these

times of change.Together we can weather the current chaos. The 100,000-year-old practices of

shamanism point the way ahead. Read on, learn more about this ancient way of life, and be

inspired!Sandra Ingerman, author ofSoul Retrieval andShamanic Journeying: A Beginner's

GuideAcknowledgmentsSpecial thanks and immense gratitude to:Durrette, for being my sweet

soul sister. What a powerful journey we have been on together for years and lifetimes. This



book wouldn't be what it is without your special touch! I am indebted to you for your editing

expertise, sharp eagle eye, and precious, steadfast, loving friendship! Thank you for the

semicolons, our soul connection and love, and everything!Jason, for being a true, dear friend

and soul brother through thick and thin, life and death, and for saving my life, on and off the

computer. How do I get to be so lucky as to come back lifetime after lifetime to be soul-

connected with you? Here's to lessons learned, friends lost and kept, and realizing what

matters most in life! Thank you for converting the pictures in this book into beautiful high-

resolution tifs. You saved me once again and helped many see clearly the beauty in

shamanism.Lauren, not only for being my beautiful daughter, but for also being a dear and fun

friend. Your wonderful company and delicious, healthy meals over the course of this book-

writing journey have been delightful gifts that I will treasure forever. Thank you for your love,

support, and encouragement!LaVon and Donna Deatsman, for being such supportive parents,

for your unconditional love, and for teaching me so much about life, love, Nature, and what

really matters.Laura and Erin, for your love, understanding, and support of my dreams,

endeavors, and need to dance to the beat of a different drum. It really means a lot that you see

me for me; know that I see you for you!The Helping Spirits and Ancestors, who orchestrated,

guided, shared, and wrote this extraordinary journey.Caroline Pincus, associate publisher, Red

Wheel/Weiser Books and Conari Press, whose vision made this book a reality. I love working

with you and Red Wheel/Weiser! Thank you so much for your brilliant guidance! I especially

thank you for your patience as I figured out what a high-resolution tif was and found my go-to

man to get it done.Amy Rost, editor, for your careful, compassionate, honest, handson work.

It's a blessing to work with you. Your thoughtful, thorough, and skilled approach not only

carefully preserved the voice and information, but it also gave this book the clear flow that will

help readers enjoy, soak in, and understand the contents. Hats off to you!Dennis Fitzgerald,

production director, and Susie Pitzen, assistant production editor, Red Wheel/Weiser, for your

time, energy, expertise, and diligence to make this book look great!Special thanks to my

beloved, dedicated Circle Family: Carlton, Durrette, Mark, Mary, Laura G., Robbyn, Laura M.,

Marisa, Amanda, Miriam, Jen, Lori, Signe, Sue, Jason, Daniel, Tina, Jan Sc., Dan, Jan Sh.,

Brenda, John B., Erin., Charley, Geta, James, Mary Lou, Seth, Jesse, Charles, Shina, Kitty,

Paul H., Debbie, Shauna, Karen Ow., Lisa H., Linda K., Linda H., Brad, Jean, Joy, Jane, Karen

C., Karen O., Sabrina, Michael S., Pam, Tammy, Kate, Lucy H., Paula, Sarah, Joe, Arlene,

Renee, Jan Sa., Amy, Joan, Jami, Curt, Melissa, Katherine, Jennifer, Marcy, Shirley, Nancy,

Lisa F., Gin, Anya, Linda Mc., Samantha, Laura R., Martha, and Pat. You beautiful people are

the heart and soul of shamanism.My phenomenal life, circle, and shamanic friends—fellow

journeyers who honor the “Spirit-that-moves-in-themselves-and-allthings” (readers, question-

askers, seekers, finders, clients, healers, participants, students, apprentices, assistants, peers,

colleagues, and teachers). We are all participants, teachers, and stewards of circles, within

circles, within circles, in our own ways, throughout time and space. It is so, and I am deeply

grateful for you.Judy, for being my dearly beloved wise-woman mentor, colleague, and soul-

comrade.Barb Barton, for shining so radiantly in my life and the world. Bears and Moose

belong in the Woods together.Sincere gratitude to Thomas Banyacya Jr., Theresa Odette

Siedner, Bill Sanda, Nana Vimla Eufemia Cholac Chicol, Dr. Larry Peters, Joy Markgraf, Martha

and Todd Lucier, Shamanism Canada, Marco Nuñez Zamolloa, Angaangaq Angakkorsuaq, Ice

Wisdom, Don Esteban Tamayo, Mama Rosita Tamayo, Esteban Tamayo Jr., Daniel

Koupermann, Barb Barton, Michele Grace Bailey-Lessirard, Mark Nepo, Deanna Slate, Shilo

Satran, Manataka American Indian Council, Smoke Signals Newsletter, Gijsbert (Nick) van

Frankenhuyzen, Robbyn Smith, Hazel Ridge Farm, Sleeping Bear Press, Gretchen Crilly



McKay, Adam Kane, Sacred Circle New Age, Brian Corbiere, Bibamikowi Studios,

Bartholamew Dean, Tim and Candy Strain, Illyana Balde, Marisol Villanueva, the International

Council of Thirteen Indigenous Grandmothers, World Pulse, Nan Moss, David Corbin, and

Sandra Ingerman—for your generosity in sharing your beautiful, Spirit-gifted artwork,

photographs, quotes, songs, poems, and stories in this book.My humble, compassionate, Spirit-

connected teachers—Sandra Ingerman, Tom Cowan, Dr. Larry Peters, Myron Eshowsky, Dr.

Michael Harner, Nan Moss, David Corbin, Patrick Jasper Lee, and Judy—for living shamanism

and sharing it with the world. I bow to you in deep respect.IntroductionToday a new sun rises

for me; everything lives, everything is animated, everything seems to speak to me of my

passion, everything invites me to cherish it.Ninon de l'Enclos, french author (1620–1705)I am

deeply honored to author this introductory book on shamanism, a way of healing, being, and

living that is near and dear to my heart and soul.I grew up in a small, rural town in central

Michigan, where we spent nearly every waking moment outdoors. I learned how to play, swim,

climb trees, camp, fish, hunt, wander the fields and forests, talk to the animals, and know

Nature and Spirit as cherished friends. My dreams have always been filled with visions, and my

desire to live in close connection with the Earth and Spirit has kept me exploring the messages

of those dreams and the beauty and wonder of Nature. During my adolescent years, I

devoured every book I could get my hands on about Native Americans, indigenous peoples of

differing ethnicities, and mountain men. I longed to live as they did and many still do, honoring

the Waters, enveloped by the Land and Sky, in balance with the Elements, listening to the

omens, talking with the Weather Spirits.As I became an adult, wife, mother of three, and

weekend-warrior athlete with a full-time counseling career, my endeavors distracted me from

this journey. My focus, time, and energies were caught up in daily living and excelling in all that

I did. These stresses created an imbalance in my soul, energy field, and connection with Spirit,

though I didn't recognize this imbalance until years later, when chronic fatigue immune

dysfunction syndrome (CFIDS), fibromyalgia, and a slew of other physical breakdowns began

to take a caustic toll. That was in the 1980s, a time when the medical community didn't

understand what was happening to people presenting with symptoms of these conditions.

Because doctors couldn't even diagnose the conditions, they certainly couldn't offer sound

treatment or potential cures.The numerous and mysterious chronic symptoms continued to

worsen, deteriorating my body and eating away at my life. Finally, in the mid-1990s, I was

diagnosed with Epstein-Barr and cytomegalo viruses, two of the purported causes of CFIDS

and fibromyalgia. When I was advised to go home and rest, since there was no known medical

treatment, I went nuts inside!I refused to live my life as a victim of this illness. The warrior in me

came alive, and I began looking for healing alternatives. I tried everything I could find in an

attempt to heal. I took every herb and supplement that claimed to boost the immune system. I

received massage, acupuncture, chiropractic, and energy bodywork, to name a few. All of

these things helped keep me functioning, but they did not cure the beastly illness.Something

was missing—something deeper.As soon as I realized this, a door opened. Stephanie and

Kate, fellow coworkers at Community Mental Health and founders of Spirit Weavers, an

organization devoted to providing shamanic healing and training, were hosting a weekend

workshop called “Basic Shamanism,” taught by Myron Eshowsky, through the Foundation for

Shamanic Studies. I felt a powerful compulsion to attend. I couldn't shake the inner knowing

that this workshop would lead me to the life I had so desperately craved for so very long.During

my first shamanic journey (or trance), I was very still and patient, something I had not been in

ordinary reality. I felt at home and connected—also something I did not feel in ordinary reality.

For the first time in many years, I was in a place where I belonged. I felt the Earth's protection



and nurturance.As part of my journey, I was sitting quietly by a mountain lake when my Power

Animal (a Helping Spirit in animal form) stepped out of the willows along the edge and began

to speak with me. He described in detail the ways I was wandering away from my soul destiny

and participating in activities that were distracting me from what I needed to be doing. He

shared that my physical challenges were caused by separation from Spirit and my soul-self

and by energy mismanagement; the illness was my wake-up call, an opportunity to heal myself

and refocus my life on the work of my soul.I was amazed, but I knew all that he said was true. I

expressed my regrets and my desire to reconnect with him and my soul purpose. He asked me

to honor him and myself by doing less and spending more time just being. He encouraged me

to spend time in his environment (Spirit world), to drum and journey daily, and to walk the path

of awareness and connectedness in my everyday life. Then, we just were, being together,

sharing, exchanging, and blending energy and essence, which materialized as waves of

vibrant color. He showed me how, by being still and aware, I could be.Within moments, the

personal experience of my journey expanded to include the whole workshop room, where it

seemed that rather than one drummer, there were many Spirit shamans, drumming their

healing and sharing their power. From within my journey, I felt the whole room vibrating with the

energy of the drums and the Spirits. The energy created by the steady rhythm then intensified

as the songs and calls of what seemed like hundreds of birds added to the power. I felt the

drumming and the bird songs inside of me, vibrating my heart and opening my soul. My heart

ached from expansion, so much so that I actually rubbed the area on my physical body. I felt

myself crack open down the middle. I let out the pain I had been holding and let in the vibrant

colors.I was reluctant to return with the callback signal. I had found my home. I had found my

healing power. I had found my soul. I found my connection to the All.What I didn't know then

was that I had also found my soul's purpose: to bridge the worlds and bring Spirit energies into

action for myself, others, and ultimately the world.The first peace, which is the most important,

is that which comes within the souls of people when they realize their relationship, their

oneness with the universe and all its powers, and when they realize that at the center of the

universe dwells the Great Spirit, and that this center is really everywhere, it is within each of us.

— Black Elk, The Sacred PipeMy story shows but one example of the many ways that Spirit

makes our calling known to us. Unbeknownst to me then, it was also a classic wounded-healer

story. But there was much more to it than just the healing and the calling I received. It was a

call to action and to an awareness of the Spirit that moves in all things, all the time—all day

and night, 24/7/365—in everyday living.The soul and Spirit work that my Power Animal talked

with me about in that first journey, and on many subsequent journeys, led me to discover many

beautiful gifts—gifts I would then use for healing, for living in balance and wholeness, and for

being of service to others.Like most shamans and shamanic practitioners, I never intended or

wanted to be a healer, shamanic practitioner, teacher, or even an author. I wanted to be a

biologist of one flavor or another. I wanted to be outdoors, immersed in Nature, exploring and

helping to save the precious and beautiful gifts of Mother Earth that so many people take for

granted. Mostly, I wanted to preserve the forests, explore the oceans as a steward of Jacques

Cousteau's Calypso, and save the whales. I joined Greenpeace, honed my

enduranceswimming aptitude, and pictured myself hanging from a whaling ship in a wet suit

with “Save me!” painted on it in bold red letters. Apparently Spirit and my soul had a different

plan for whom I would serve and how.Now I am in service through shamanic healing, teaching,

and writing, and I'm loving every single moment of it because shamanism is my soul's purpose

and passion. I am also in service by being an aware and engaged wife and mom, neighbor and

friend. It is a blessing to help people awaken, shift consciousness, ease pain and suffering,



eliminate illness, connect with Spirit, and find the power and strength that lives within them. In

a way, helping people in these ways saves souls, and perhaps the ripple effect will also help to

save the whales, the oceans, the forests, the Earth, Nature, our planet, the universe, and

beyond.No, I am not saving your soul. You are the one who saves your soul. Shamans—

shamanic practitioners, teachers, and writers—merely provide signs, messages, guideposts,

bleeps of light, energetic jump starts. Working in unison with your soul, shamans hang from the

vessel of Spirit, wearing a wet suit with “Save me!” painted on it for your eyes, your heart, your

mind, and your inner knowing to see, if you choose.In my fourth book, Seeing in the Dark, I

wrote:The shamanic path is the path of the heart and the soul. It is a path of beauty,

wholeness, sacred living, oneness and connectedness with all things and non-things,

awareness, mindfulness, respect, honor, and gratitude. It's a path of extraordinary moments

when Nature and Spirit speak more clearly than the racket of our mental chatter and we stop

everything for that moment and take notice, listening and feeling the message. It is a path

where the central focus of life is creating balance, harmony, impeccability, and wholeness. It is

a path that requires integrity and honesty—with one's self and others. The shamanic path is a

loving, healing path that invites all, while being a truth-revealing path, turning away initiates not

yet ready to face the awesome truth of reality. For those who will continually accept the

challenge, typically a daily choice, I invite you into the sacred circle of personal shamanic

practitioners; a circle where healing, growth, change and transformation are constants and

miracles happen.The purpose of this, my fifth book is to share this way of living beyond the

ordinary, which we call shamanism. This is a what-is-shamanism book, rather than a how-to-

practice-shamanism book. It illuminates what is often considered to be a mysterious path and

answers many frequently asked questions, such as: What is shamanism? What are the beliefs

and understandings inherent to shamanism? Who are the shamans? What do shamans do?

How does one become a shaman? Can anyone be a shaman, and if I am interested in

becoming one, where can I learn more?I hope you enjoy the journey.Note to the reader: You

will likely notice a shift in format of capitalizations between the introduction and main text of this

book. The capitalization within the introduction, my personal account, represents my personal

beliefs and perceptions that all things are living, are souls, and are to be honored and

respected as such; therefore, in my view, the terms for these things would be capitalized. But

capitalizing terms for so many things that most view as mundane and inanimate could be

distracting to the reader, so the rest of the text will follow the usual rules of grammar. Please

know that in my view, in my heart and soul, all beings mentioned and described in this text are

honored and sacred, regardless of whether or not the words naming them are capitalized.Part

OneShamanism and the Shamanic WorldviewChapter 1The Spirituality of the

AgesShamanism is many things to many people—at its core it is an ancient spiritual tradition

dedicated to becoming fully human. Through partnership with the compassionate spirits,

shamanic practitioners bring blessings of balance and healing to our world.Nan Moss and

David Corbin,Weather ShamanismShamanism is the path of immediate and direct personal

contact with Spirit, deeply intuitive, and not subject to definition, censorship, or judgment by

others.Hank Wesselman and Sandra Ingerman,Awakening to the Spirit WorldThough

shamanism is the oldest living path of spirituality and healing, many people have never heard

of it or don't know what it is. “Shamanism is the most ancient spiritual practice known to

mankind and is the ‘ancestor’ of all our modern religions,” Hank Wesselman and Sandra

Ingerman say in Awakening to the Spirit World. “As a method, it is a form of meditation

combined with focused intention to accomplish various things.”1 The term shamanism refers to

actions and movements made based on spirit connections; those actions and movements vary



according to the culture, community, discipline, purpose, training, calling, beliefs, and

interpretations of the shamanic practitioners, as well as the spirit guidance and clients involved.

Shamanism is spirit in action in living and healing for oneself, others, and the world.As Nan

Moss and David Corbin's quote explains, shamanism is many things to many people. It is a

way of life and a practice that is rich in tradition, eclecticism, and mysticism. In the world today,

there is confusion about what shamanism is and who the shamans are; the confusion exists

not only in science and everyday vernacular and thought, but also among indigenous peoples,

shamanic groups, and practitioners. Another word for confusion is mystification, and since

shamanism is steeped in mystery, confusion about it is not surprising.Shamanism is a path of

direct revelation that is not subject to definition, censorship, or judgment by others, as

Ingerman and Wesselman make clear in their quote at the very beginning of the chapter.

Additionally, shamanism is personal, idiosyncratic, crosscultural, and not owned by any person

or peoples. The earth is shared by all people, yet individuals experience the earth in their own

ways.Similarly, shamanism is shared by people around the world, yet each person experiences

shamanism in his or her own way. Shamanism is not a religion, nor does it have a doctrine,

dogma, holy book, or set of rules to adhere to. Shamanism embodies the most widespread and

time-tested practical system of spirituality and mind-body-soul healing known to humankind. It

encompasses a timeless wisdom of indigenous cultures shared around the globe and passed

down through tens of thousands of years to us, the recipient descendants.Shamanism is not a

religion, but the most widespread and time-tested practical system of spirituality and mind-

body-soul healing known to humankind.According to some reports supported by various

archeological and anthropological discoveries, shamanism is estimated to have been an

effective set of beliefs, actions, and healing methods for well over 50,000 years. In 1972,

French archeologists working at the Hortus site in southern France unearthed a 50,000-year-

old Neanderthal burial site. They found the body of a man wearing a leopard hide. The claws

and tail of the hide were still intact, but there were no leopard bones in the grave. Most

scientists accept that the Neanderthal man found at the Hortus site was a shaman.

Archeological and anthropological records show us that tribal shamans in many cultures have

worn the heads, furs, and other body parts of animals during ritual and healing ceremonies.

The shamans are commonly buried with these and other ceremonial tools.Shamanism is

estimated to have been an effective set of beliefs, actions, and healing methods for well over

50,000 years—since before people were even people.Figure 1Pictographs and petroglyphs

bearing shamanic images of people wearing animal and bird masks, dancing ecstatically or

sitting in trance states, and interacting with images thought to represent a power or energy

emitted from animals and other unknown beings exist in multitudes of locations around the

world. Newspaper Rock, shown in Figure 1, rises above the road and river on the way to the

southern entrance of Canyonlands National Park in southern Utah. The rock contains a

petroglyph, a carving in the sandstone, that clearly depicts over 2,000 years of life activity in

the Fremont, Anasazi, Navajo, and Anglo cultures. It is one example of thousands of rock

carvings and paintings from around the world that give us insight into shamans of the past.If

shamanism can endure 50,000 years of change, it can help us during these times of

change.Figure 2Archeology, anthropology, and ancient artwork, as well as other evidence,

point to the fact that shamanism has been around since before people were even people. It

outlived the Neanderthal and has flourished for tens of thousands of years to the present day.

Perhaps even more important to the human psyche and soul, every culture on the planet is rich

in stories, myths, legends, and teachings passed down in oral traditions, speaking to the

longevity of shamanism as a way of life and healing.Perhaps shamanism has survived the



ages because it is experiential, practical, interactive, creative, and can be altered based on

direct revelation and what is needed in each unique set of circumstances. Certainly, if

shamanism can endure through all the changes of well over 50,000 years, and even the death

of an entire species, it can help us during these times of change.Those Who See in the

DarkWho are these extraordinary people who imitated the sounds of animals in the dark, or

drank tobacco juice through funnels, or wore collars filled with stinging ants? —Jeremy Narby

and Francis Huxley, Shamans Through TimeA practitioner of shamanism is known as a

shaman.Figure 2 gives us a glimpse of just one culture's extraordinary shamans. Haru (left),

leader and peacemaker of his people, and his father, Univu (right), medicine man, pictured in

ceremonial prayer, are from Ebook Topsia Brazil, the place of the rainforest (the land of the big

trees). This photograph was taken in Greenland (the land of the Big Ice) during the Ice Wisdom

gathering of shamans and shamanic practitioners in 2009. Chapter 9 has more on the

phenomenon and prophecy behind this gathering.Shaman (pronounced shah-maan) is a word

from the language of the Tungus people of Siberia and has been adopted widely by

anthropologists to refer to persons in a great variety of non-Western cultures who were

previously known by such terms as witch, witch doctor, medicine man, sorcerer, wizard, magic

man, magician, and seer. A shaman is a man or woman who enters an altered state of

consciousness—at will—to contact and utilize an ordinarily hidden reality in order to acquire

knowledge and power, and to help other persons.2 This name denotes shamans' ability to

journey out of ordinary reality, space, and time, with discipline and purpose, into nonordinary

reality, where they connect with energy and helping spirits to receive guidance, gain insight or

power, or diagnose and treat illness. The term seer is often used to refer to shamans for the

same reason. Through various methods of intention and trance, the shaman enters the

nonordinary reality that exists just outside of our everyday perceptions. In part three, we'll look

at nonordinary reality, the shamans' ability to journey there, and the intentions and trances they

use to do so.Shamanic seeing is different from ordinary seeing; it is a wholebody sensing and

knowing that can, but does not always, include visual images. Shamans gather information and

energy through what has been coined extrasensory perception (ESP). They receive visual

images, feelings, insights, flashes, direct knowledge, telepathic messages, gut feelings,

sensations, and direct experiences through all aspects and perception facilities of their mind,

body, emotions, energy field, and soul.Animism: the belief that all things are souls created

from, filled with, and sustained by life-force energyShamans work diligently, on a daily basis,

throughout their lives, to honor their spirit connections and to perfect their natural abilities to

enter the nonordinary worlds of spirit for specific purposes, such as to gain insight, knowledge,

or power; to obtain energy for healing, restoration, balance, or wholeness; or to find solutions to

problems challenging their clients or the community. Nonshamans perceive that shamans enter

into other dimensions of reality, time, and space. Therefore, shamans serve as intermediaries,

messengers, and energy connections between the human world and the spirit worlds.The

Worlds According to ShamanismWe cannot separate the physical from the spiritual, the visible

from the invisible. —Ted Andrews, Animal SpeakTo the outsider or beginner, it may appear that

shamans choose to live in two worlds at the same time. They consciously hold their awareness

here in the ordinary, everyday world of physical matter as well as in the nonordinary world of

spirit. The truth is, we all live in both worlds. Most of us are just not as aware of the other, less

visible one as the shaman is. Seeing nonordinary reality is a natural ability available to all of us,

but it's an ability that must be developed.There is a common misunderstanding that the

physical and spirit worlds are separate, when they are actually one and the same. What

shamans call the spirit world does not exist in some other place, but is a part of our everyday



reality, just outside of our usual perceptions.Modern quantum physics has proven that there

are, in fact, many worlds, dimensions, and realms that overlap and interact with one another.

Much of the shaman's work is harnessing information and energies from these lesser-known

worlds for practical use in our everyday world. Thus, shamans serve as bridges between the

many other worlds.The Great Web of Life: the vast web of energy connecting all thingsFor

simplicity, I'll refer to two worlds: the everyday, ordinary, physical reality or world and the

nonordinary reality or spirit world, with the understanding that the latter is actually a vast realm

of infinite and indefinable energies and dimensions.Animism and the Web of Life: Cornerstones

of ShamanismAnd I say the sacred hoop of my people was one of the many hoops that made

one circle, wide as daylight and as starlight, and in the center grew one mighty flowering tree to

shelter all the children of one mother and one father. —Black Elk, Black Elk SpeaksShamans

see the soul of the world in every rock, stream, bird, and cloud. This belief that all things are

souls created from, filled with, and sustained by life-force energy is known as animism. It's the

view that everything is alive and animated, even if it does not appear so. This book, the

compost and plants in your garden, the trees, the mountains, the wind, the tarmac road, the

rocks, the animals, the chair you are sitting in, you and me—all are animated souls.In shaman

traditions, we acknowledge that everything is living, filled with dynamic life-force energy, and

connected to everything else by a web of energy called the Great Web of Life. This web itself is

alive, spirited, animated, intelligent, accessible, mysterious, and divine. Some shamans see the

web as a diffuse image of organized energy moving about like light smoke in the wind. Some

shamans feel, sense, and experience the web as a force of energy.Many shamans see and

feel the Great Web of Life as a vast, infinite web or net of light-filled energy filaments

connecting endless numbers of beings, who are also made of light and life-force energy. The

density, composition, and flow of life-force energy varies from being to being and filament to

filament. We know that light is made up of a broad spectrum of frequencies, some of which we

can see, some of which are invisible to us. The filaments of the web of life are similar to light in

that some are very dense, having the appearance of a solid, physical form, while others are not

and do not.This life-force energy is a free-flowing, high-vibrational energy that shamans believe

is the source—also referred to as the Creator, Great Spirit, or God—and is the foundation of

everything. This energy is omnipresent and is the essence of all things, a subtle yet powerful

undercurrent of all that is. Everything that exists is alive with life-force energy. This same life-

force energy makes up the minute fibers of the web that links all things. The web of life radiates

and pulses with this all-pervading energy.
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skeenly, “Excellent overview of shamanism. I want to recommend a book about shamanism I

recently read, Colleen Deatsman's The Hollow Bone - A Field Guide to Shamanism. Academic

surveys like Michael Harner's classic Way of the Shaman and Mircea Eliade's Shamanism are

well worth reading, but Colleen's wonderful book is an accessible overview of shamanism

written for the layperson. Already in love with my shamanic practice, The Hollow Bone

reminded me of why I fell in love with it in the first place, and opened up some doorways to

deepening my practice.Thank you, Colleen, for putting this well-reserched work of love out into

the world. I highly recommend it both for people who have never read anything about

shamanism but would like to find out what it's about, as well as those of us who have been

practicing for years.([...])”

Avowed Bibliophile, “A worthy read. I love that the author titled this work "Hollow Bone" as that

philosophy is so core to the practice of shamanism and is intrinsic to its definition. The shaman

never takes credit for healing, that credit belongs to Spirit. As a practitioner since the 1980s I

still sometimes struggle with how to explain my spirituality, but Ms. Deatsman is an excellent

writer and does a great job of this. I recommend this book even for people experienced in

shamanism as it is a fresh and inspiring look at the beauty of Nature, the Web of Life, and is

approached with the love and respect this ancient spirituality deserves. A five star effort.”

Judy Croome, “Well written guide to a fascinating topic. This was an interesting guide through

an enthralling topic. Deatsman clearly knows her subject and provides the reader with a fairly

broad overview of exactly what Shamanism is. A Zulu sangoma living in Swaziland even got a

mention!There were temperate reminders of the seriousness of this path, and also practical

wisdom and sensible directions to introduce lay people to the history, philosophy and tasks of

Shamans in today's rapidly changing world where traditional ways are being lost and the

material world is overpowering the spiritual.What I liked least about the book was that, however

gently phrased, there was too much authoritative instruction and not enough sharing of the

passion which Deatsman clearly feels for her topic. Deatsman's knowledge of shamanism is

impressive and allows her to write about abstract concepts in a clear and concise manner. But,

at times, I would have enjoyed less intellect and more emotional ecstasy in the way she

describes the shamans journeying to the Other (non-ordinary) World.Overall, though, this is an

excellent introduction into a fascinating and powerful path to healing for one Self or as a path to

assist others in healing themselves.(This review is for the Kindle edition)”

Jim Morris, “Core Shamanism. Amazon has done a disservice to Colleen Deatsman, who



wrote this book. Sandra Ingerman wrote a foreward for it, but this is not her book.That said, this

is a wonderful introduction to shamanism, and the reader would probably want to read Sandra

Ingerman's books on the same subject as well.But shamanism is a subjective art and every

writer who takes it up as a subject has something to contribute. This is a warm, complete, and

nicely written survey of the field. Highly recommended.”

Mettana, “Extensive and readable explanations, also fun to read. This is another book by

Colleen Deatsman that is definitely a keeper. Anyone who reads through this will have a much

better understanding of what shamanism is.It is refreshing that the more remarkable and "out

of the box" aspects of shamanism are not ignored or reconfigured into a more plain vanilla New

Age version. The examples of contemporary people practicing around the world is also very

helpful and heartening. The photos and the many pieces of poetry from different sources kept

me reading all the way through. There are extensive and readable explanations, and the book

is also fun to read. Though this may be a field guide, it is also clearly infused with spirit

throughout. Excellent work in a very easy to reference and read format.”

Kathy M., “Quite an accurate picture of shamanism.. This is a great book about shamanism. It

actually turned me away from shamanism, and I am so glad that I left it. I had almost joined up

to be a student under a shaman and I was going to spend a lot of money. This book was really

realistic and it opened my eyes.  I decided shamanism was not for me.”

Shirley, “A 'must-read' for every shaman-in-training. "The Hollow Bone" is a 'must-read' for

every shaman-in-training. It explains the practice, who shamans are, how shamans become

shamans, and how shamans can help the individual with psychological pain, suffering, and

physical illnesses; as well as, how shamans walk in the world to help the collective whole of

People and our planet. Whether you're interested in becoming a shaman or seeking a shaman

for personal healing, this book will illuminate the path to a leading a happier, healthier, more

spiritually connected way of life.  Highly recommended!!”

Molly Knight Forde, “Informative read!. Great explanation of shamanism for today’s practitioner.

This book is for anyone wanting to know about practices, origins, and practicing in these times.”

heather charnley, “Hollow Bone: A Field Guide to Shamanism. This book is very good indeed,

thoroughly recommendable for starters and those more 'on the path'.The book was in excellent

condition and is in my favourites section!”

Robbie Pearson, “Had to buy my own copy. Colleen Deatsman provides a very thorough

passionate explaination of the ancient ways of surviving by knowing our place in the Web of

Life and seeking aid from other greater energies in the same Web. She makes what may

commonly be viewed as mysticism or even sorcery into a practice that is honoured and full of

wisdom. Her title "Hollow Bone" describes how one 'clears' themselves of thought, energy, in

order to be a receptor for greater knowing from spirit. Deatsman shows how this ancient way

of being with the world is perhaps even more relevant for us today.This book takes the

mysticism out and replaces it with a source of wisdom and spirituality.I will always have a copy

of this book on my shelf.”

The book by Colleen Deatsman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 56 people have provided feedback.
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